
Dear Employment Manager 

I am writing to express my interest in applying for the career opportunity in your company. 
This cover letter aims to show my activity, competency, and motivation in pursuing the 
opportunity. 

I have completed  studies in Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Scieces at Bandung Institute 
of Technology, which I majored in chemistry and submajored in physical-chemistry. I have 
conducted research by the title “Synthesis of Anionic Surfactant from Wasted Cooking Oil 
and  Characterization”. 

Besides my academic, I also involved in organizational and cultural activities. I was a 
supervisor  of Departement of Human Resource Lingkung Seni Sunda  ITB. In cultural 
activities, I was a part of traditional Sundanese performance. 

A year after graduation. i join research team in microelectronics laboratorium in Bandung 
Institut of Technology for making phosphat sensor based on modification of fiber optics. This 
project is collaboration between electronic departement and chemistry departement. I have 
made some improvement in this project. I have succeed makes 20 hours long chemical 
reaction become only 5 minutes. I think it was my greatest joy in this particular project. 
 
In order to have a better skill as a potential leader. I joined marketing team at PT Karya 
Nadiso Utama in november 2014. My duty is to sell laboratory furnish product to a big 
company by a contract/tender. As sales person, i have what it takes to close a deal, such as 
negotiation, presentation, persistance, focus, and prospecting. Costumer satisfactory is my 
another joy when i am doing my job. I hope i have a great asset as a profesional by having 
marketing/sales skills.    

I am committed to pursue a career; and i want to challenge myself in a greater circumstance. I 
also have strong willingness to contribute to make the best impact of my action into my 
circle. I want to be written in  some history book that i have made changes.  

 I do believe by pursuing career under your company, I would be able to learn and contribute 
much to make the changes toward the best of me. Therefore I am looking for a position to 
match my personal drives. 

Thank you very kindly for your consideration. 

 


